Darkness is falling everywhere and little ones are getting sleepy, feeling cozy, and being tucked in. It’s time for a wide yawn, a big hug, and a snuggle under the covers--sleep tight! “Working beautifully with the soothingly repetitive text, each painting conveys a warm feeling of safety and affection.”--School Library Journal

My Personal Review:
I purchased this book in store and therefore had no reviews to read beforehand. I had never heard of this book and quite honestly didn’t think much by the cover other than the fact that is was a book about bedtime - which I didn’t have yet. When I opened the book and started reading each page, I was instantly sold! The little rhymes for each different animal mom (or dad!) and baby is so incredibly sweet it just melted my heart on the spot. This book became a nighttime ritual for me and my son for several months. He loved to see the animals and make each animal sound. He even liked to point out the stars and moon on some of the pages. Finally, the last two pages show a mommy tucking her little baby into bed (at which point I say, see, how the baby is going to bed), then followed by a page with the baby fast asleep. For those who have little ones with sleep issues, it is a good illustration to show another baby peacefully going to sleep. Like clockwork, my son would start rubbing his eyes. I have switched to Guess How Much I Love You right now but I plan to return to this poetically sweet and simple little bedtime treasure!
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